INTRO: CALYPSO STRUM: DDUUDU/DDUUDU/DDUUDU/DDUU

CHORUS: BALLY/MENA(BALLY MENA)... BALLY/MENA(BALLY MENA)... BALLY/MENA IN THE/ HARBOR...

F

BALLY/MENA(BALLY MENA)... BALLY/MENA(BALLY MENA)... BALLY/MENA IN THE/HARBOR....

F Bb C7 F

BRING THE BALLY MENA/ TO THE DOCK... AND/ PAINT THE BALLY MENA/ BLACK....

F Bb C7 F

BRING THE BALLY MENA/ TO THE DOCK... AND/ PAINT THE BALLY MENA/ BLACK....

F Bb C7 F

1) BROTHERS WE WERE AND/ BROTHERS WE'LL BE../ I TILL THE SOIL AND/ YOU SAIL THE SEA

Bb F C7 F

TO/ THE SHIP BALLY MENA YOU/ GAVE YOUR BEST BUT A/ RAGING SEA LAID YOUR/ SOUL TO REST...

CHORUS:

F Bb C7 F

2) NO MORE TO HEAR, TO/ HEAR THE TALE../ OF HOW YOU TAMED A/ MIGHTY WHALE

Bb F C7 F

AND THE/ GIRL WHO WAITED SO/ PATIENTLY WILL/ WALK NO MORE BY THE/ SEA...

C7 F F

CHORUS: RITARD LAST LINE: AND/ PAINT THE BALLY ME..NA.. BLACK.../....../....ARPEGGIO STRUM
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